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Collagen constitute the major structural protein in the extracellular matrix providing mechanical strength and structural integrity to the various connective tissues in the body. Collagen molecule has a triple-helical structure due to the strict sequence constraints with glycine as every third residue and a high content of imino acids. It has been known for a long time that peptide rich in imino acid content form triple helical structure in solution. Two such triple helical forming peptides having sequence repeats of (Pro-Pro-Gly) and (Pro-Hyp-Gly) are being reported. Therefore the structure was analyzed with data collected from the same crystal with unit cell dimensions of a= 26.9 1(1), b=26.37(1), c=20.28 (1)A. A total of 945 reflections in the resolution range 8.0 to 1.9A were used for the structure determination and refinement. The final R factor converged to a value of 0.219 for 867 reflections with the free R being 0.266 for 78 reflections. The final structure consists of 21 amino acids (126 peptide atoms) along with 15 water molecules. Analysis of this polymer like structure revealed that the overall structure is in accordance with the left-handed 712 model proposed for collagen. Figure. 
